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Convert PowerPoint slideshows to stunning video

If you want to convert PowerPoint to DVD additionally, please go to PPT2DVD Pro.

Acoolsoft PPT2Video Converter is an all-in-one PowerPoint to video converter. With only 3
clicks, you can convert PowerPoint Presentation to video in popular formats such as AVI,
WMV, MPEG, MP4, MOV, FLV and 3GP with excellent quality.

It is ideal to convert PowerPoint to video for sharing PowerPoint slideshow online or through
portable devices such as iPod, iPhone, Pocket PC, Blackberry, and Zune.

Key Features

No Learning Curve

Intuitive user interface guarantees friendly using experience

Convert PowerPoint to video automatically

Batch conversion for up to 12 presentations at a time

Auto shut-down option after PowerPoint to video conversion

View the conversion process with a Task List Manager

Powerful Video Creation

Convert PPSX, PPS, PPTX, PPT to video files

Up to 15 output video choices when converting PowerPoint to video

Preserve all elements in the original PPT

Stable conversion process of converting PPT to video

Customizable video output settings

PPT to Video Pro helps you:

View PowerPoint without Microsoft PowerPoint installed.
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Convert PowerPoint to video for sharing presentation online.
Convert Powerpoint to video for podcasting presentations on portable devices.
View PowerPoint presentations just like animated movies.

PPT to Video Pro is ideal for you to:

Share presentations online.
Make video photo albums with PowerPoint.
Create video slideshows for celebrations.
Use PowerPoint for mobile learning.
Make in-house advertisement for your business.

System Requirements

128MB RAM, DirectX 8.1 or above, MS PowerPoint 2000/XP/2003/2007
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